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Abstract5

Trying to guess what happened in the distant past and where we come from, requires a6

juggling of unknowns, and from most points of view that is what you are going to read here.7

At the same time, as we accumulate more information, it begins to be clear that the few clues8

left for us exclude certain possibilities, and point to constantly occurring processes such as9

Syntropy being involved. It’s always been a mystery to me why for example, physical science is10

enamoured of the concept of Entropy. Perhaps it is because a decline in structural complexity11

with time describes well the degradation of our world over time under the dominant12

philosophy of materialism. Its opposing concept, Syntropy, implies an increase in complexity,13

brought about by a mysterious force apparently acting from the future, and this process is less14

easily fitted into a Newtonian universe. Syntropy, or ’the law of creative connecting’ is defined15

by the Free Dictionary as the force used by the universe to move us towards a brighter future,16

and its action is described by vocabularies such as: ’The will to become’, ’Intent’, ’Evolution’.17

These terms seem to describe the origin of life and intelligence, but Syntropy has been largely18

shunned by science.One of the most effective mechanisms of syntropy is that for past ages,19

intelligent life forms have been arriving here, and still are coming to our planet from20

somewhere else in the cosmos, using their discoveries to speed up our evolution.21

22

Index terms—23

1 Introduction24

rying to guess what happened in the distant past and where we come from, requires a juggling of unknowns, and25
from most points of view that is what you are going to read here. At the same time, as we accumulate more26
information, it begins to be clear that the few clues left for us exclude certain possibilities, and point to constantly27
occurring processes such as Syntropy being involved . It’s always been a mystery to me why for example, physical28
science is enamoured of the concept of Entropy. Perhaps it is because a decline in structural complexity with29
time describes well the degradation of our world over time under the dominant philosophy of materialism. Its30
opposing concept, Syntropy, implies an increase in complexity, brought about by a mysterious force apparently31
acting from the future, and this process is less easily fitted into a Newtonian universe. Syntropy, or ’the law of32
creative connecting’ is defined by the Free Dictionary as the force used by the universe to move us towards a33
brighter future, and its action is described by vocabularies such as: ’The will to become’, ’Intent’, ’Evolution’.34
These terms seem to describe the origin of life and intelligence, but Syntropy has been largely shunned by science.35

One of the most effective mechanisms of syntropy is that for past ages, intelligent life forms have been arriving36
here, and still are coming to our planet from somewhere else in the cosmos, using their discoveries to speed up37
our evolution. By definition, Life is an integral feature of the Universe, just as Intelligence is also, and we should38
not base our arguments on the assumption that events are always a consequence of random processes which are39
integral component of entropy.40

It is natural to question how our species got to where it is today, and this is my personal attempt to resolve41
this question. It is still premature to assume that a deliberate introduction of life forms ont o this planet occurred42
soon after the surface of our planet cooled sufficiently, but there are serious motives not to automatically assume43
that Life was generated here. Some of these are:44
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-The fundamental role of the highly complex molecule DNA in all life forms examined so far, is probably not45
compatible with its evolution here. In the opinion of one of its discoverers, Francis Crick 1 , it would require46
a period longer than the lifespan of Earth so far (4.54 billion years) to achieve this by random processes; a47
conclusion shared by theoretical calculations 2 , while some estimates of when life began here suggest it began48
before 3.9 billion years. -The logical corollary to this statement is that living ecosystems and societies of intelligent49
creatures other sources, such as the planet whose destruction gave rise to the asteroid belt 4 , or by directed50
panspermia from outside the solar system.51

Under this last option we need to extrapolate backwards in time to envisage a point of initiation for a program of52
directed panspermia by extraterrestrials coming from light years away, and this is the main possibility driving this53
speculation. I am personally convinced that in comparison with our 300-400 years of recent scientific evolution,54
that ETs may have been scientifically competent for thousands or even millions of years. Those sceptics who55
deny the exi stence of UFO’s because they are afraid that super-intelligent beings will take over this planet ,56
are comforted by Einstein’s discovery that the limit to the speed of light have prevented interstellar voyages57
that began from light years away. To suggest that ET could not find a way round this roadblock in thousands58
of years of researc h, Many of these advanced life forms visiting here (some 85 species have been identified by59
associations of ufologists 5 ), are basically similar in external b odily structure and features to ourselves. In fact,60
a large number of extraterrestrial species identified by observers show a surprisingly limited diversity in external61
anatomy 5 . The hominid body form is the most c ommon, although this does not exclude ETs from facially62
resembling non-mammalian forms, while still showing an overall hominid body structure.63

As discussed in the following, there al so appears to be some justification for assuming close similarities in64
cellular and reproductive structures to ourselves, although evidence for the existence of cloned or advanced robotic65
forms among ETs cannot be excluded.66

Relevant arguments for these small-scale physiological similarities are:67
-That if panspermia played a key role in transmission of life forms between an original and a distant planet, it68

seems likely that a similar genomic structure, and some genetic components for intelligence and overall anatomy69
were al so conserved .70

-Evidence for this last point comes from a significant component of recent close encounters with ETs involving71
’kidnapping’ 6 of humans; their transportation to ET craft for extraction of cellular tissues, and their return to72
Earth largely unharmed physically.73

From subsequent hypnotic reconstruction of the memories of the abductees 7 , (memories deliberately74
obfuscated by the ET’s involved), it is evident that a sampling of reproductive tissues or gametes has often75
occurred 6 .76

2 II.77

3 New Postulates78

Synthesis of DNA by natural evolutionary processes has been regarded as close to impossible in much less than a79
billion years due to its molecular complexity 1,8 . We start our reasoning then from a commonly-quoted estimate80
that the Earth was formed some 4.54 billion years ago as a ball of incandescent lava, A commonly-quoted opinion81
is that ’several hundreds of millions of years later, surface water was formed’. The synthesis of DNA, i f it was82
formed naturally on this planet, should already have begun a hundred million years after planetary birth but83
was necessarily achieved before 3.7 billion years ag o when the first fossils were formed 10 . On the face of it,84
this leaves roughly 0.8 billion years for DNA to be synthesized, multicellular organisms to have evolved , and for85
them to have formed fossils, by some 0.8 billion years after the birth of this planet. To me, this appears to be86
a tight time frame for all of the following event s to occur: the synthesi s of DNA in nature, the evolution of87
single-celled then metazoan life forms, and sufficient biomass accumulated to be visible in fossilized form.88

In the opinion of Crick and Orgel 1 , this simplistic type of calculation must imply that DNA originated89
elsewhere than on this planet and microscopic organisms were probably brought here by vi siting ET’s who90
evolved before us. This i s seen as close to a proof of directed panspermia by advanced ET’s as we are likely91
to get until informed otherwise by ’antique’ ETs who started their technological evolution much earlier than we92
did. They may have records of our earlier evolutionary stages that this note is attempting to reconstruct. is not93
an intelligent reason for denying thousands of observations annually of their presence around this planet. Many94
thousands of years in the past our ancestors were less easily fooled and recorded humanoid figures in space suits95
in their rock engravings! At that early time and even today, technically advanced ETs could have taken over this96
planet without a problem. Continuing to deny the reality of their presence i s pure xenophobia and blocks our97
future development.98

4 Volume XX Issue V Version I99

A reasonable deduction from thi s observation is that selection for a hominid form has occurred elsewhere100
than on thi s planet on numerous occasions: surprising evidence for convergent evolution if they were totally101
independent genetically! Could the common hominid modality have been more logically achieved if a common102
thread of evolution were accepted ? A hominid modality is a mechanically convenient framework, ensuring easy103
manipulation of objects by the hands and a vertical posture allowing binocular vision from an above-ground104
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position, so proposing that some structural elements have been inherited in common across c osmic distances is105
not out of the question.106

-This suggests that searching for useful genetic material was the main objective of the ETs for kidnapping107
humans, and has involved thousands of humans, most of whom have had their awareness of this event eliminated.108
Repetitive sampling of the same individuals or family lines also seems to have taken place. Individuals were109
marked by a subepidermal tag of off-planet material 8 . This suggests that an attempt was being made to track110
particular genomes in the human population, for the same reason we humans track individual animals in game111
parks.112

The main purpose of this note is not to protest at our loss of choice in this matter, however disturbing it is113
to be treated as an inferior or experimental species (perhaps not for the first time in our evolution?). What I114
am trying to clarify here is a hypothesis that explains the apparent convergence between human and ET genetic115
structures and appearances.116

What could be their motivation for persistent visits to our planet? Some suggestions from the literature are:117
-They actually live here: (the deep oceans, Antarctica and deep underground locations have been speculated118

to host ET home bases), and the reader is invited to search the internet for more clues, with particular attention119
to Antarctica 11 ; -They visit Earth regularly to monitor their long-term research programs; -Secret residence120
agreements have been established with various governments (again, do your own searches to decide on the validity121
of this possibility), in exchange perhaps for access to high technologies; -ET’s are here to prepare the planet for122
future colonization by their species, after modifying their own genome with sampled human DNA to preadapt123
it to Earth conditions. Some specific issues have arisen recently that relate to directed panspermia and the124
technological issues involved. These are: -Could sharing a common origin through directed panspermia, be the125
reason for the compatibility of genome elements between different hominid forms, making the ’borrowing’ of our126
gametes of immediate interest?127

There is evidence that a significant number of different species of extraterrestrials 14128

5 have been visiting129

Earth; many of which have a hominid body structure, although some features may resemble amphibian, reptilian130
or mammalian forms found on Earth. Canadian former minister of defence, Paul Hellyer referred to a large number131
of different ET species vi siting us, and somewhat smaller inventories have been made elsewhere. Locating a132
reliable source of information is not easy since the total number of ET species visiting Earth, although apparently133
large, varies dramatically with different authors. Thus, the exact number of ET species coming here or even living134
here, is still not accurately defined. However, the apparent externality of hominid forms, presumably coming135
from different planets, is the key factor. This seems evidence for a sequence of events promoting the diffusion of136
a b ody structure externally similar to humans, and this is the issue focussed on in the following.137

The motivation for this ET activity can be various. However, travelling far back in time to the Stone Age and138
reading the chromosomes of other fossil hominids, has unearthed genetic evidence for crossfertilization between139
different human species on Earth 17 . Thus, genetic material from different hominid species who evolved in140
different environments on Earth have contributed to our genome. One could conventionally conclude that this141
occurred by hybridization, due to encounters in nature between different human species, but that is an unproven142
assumption.143

With respect to hypotheses of the colonization of the Earth by intelligent species, I mention again several144
obvious possibilities for their persistent presence near our planet:145

-A common opinion is that the ’colonists’ were members of the crew(s) of the ET ship(s) that visited Earth,146
perhaps for research purposes, who then decided to colonize this planet? In other words, this147

Volume XX Issue V Version I Recent balloon samplings of the stratosphere some 17 km above the Earth by148
Dr Milton Wainwright have captured fragments of microscopic extraterrestrial life forms, but also a small sphere149
of an exotic alloy (titanium and vanadium were components mentioned), that contained biological organisms 12150
. It may be relevant that various exotic alloys called ’shape-memory alloys’ are now used in surgery to construct151
surgical staples which open and close automatically when exp osed to different ambient temperatures 13 . A152
container made of such an alloy would be an ideal mechanism for directed panspermia: it could be designed to153
open upon reaching warmer temperatures at the Earth’s surface if space-borne panspermia were being planned.154

As mentioned earlier, 6 the frequent ’kidnapping’ of humans is well documented, and the extraction of tissue155
samples before returning the victims largely unharmed to Earth seemed the main objective of the ET. The156
victim’s conscious memory of this event was erased, but on personal recollection, notable gaps in their individual157
passage of time were evident. There is even a repeated rumour that this practice was supported by a negotiated158
agreement between a species of ET and the government of an important country. Rather than cite individual159
publications for such assertions that are anyway rendered uncertain by the secrecy that envelops the subject of160
ETs, it is suggested that the reader make internet searches to locate the isolated pieces of information which are161
freely available on the web. They should then arrive at their own decisions on the validity of the hypotheses162
discussed here.163

Regressive hypnosis 7 has been used by psychiatrists to access the supressed memories of some of those164
kidnapped victims, and element s of these events have emerged that show much in common between the individuals165
so affected. As noted above, there appear to have been repeated samplings of the same individuals, perhap s aided166
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7 HOMINID ORIGINS

in their identification by the ETs marking them with granules of foreign material embedded sub-epidermally 16 .167
These granules apparently consi st of off-planet materials that were identified in X-rays and removed surgically.168
They do not stimulate allergic reactions in human tissues, but neural linkages are formed in adjacent tissues.169
hypothesis assumes we are their direct descendants. There may be an element of truth in this idea, but not as170
direct descendants. For example, where did the other fauna and flora they needed to live on come from? Did171
they bring with them their complete ecosystem? -This first hypothesi s has the serious drawback that a high172
proportion of the elements of human DNA are shared with many other members of our planetary fauna (up to173
96% of genes for some great apes are also common to human beings 18 ), suggesting a common evolutionary174
origin links us to them. Even for terrestrial insects the genes shared with us approach 60%. Thus we can exclude175
categorically that we are the direct descendants of ET colonist s, even if we may have received some elements of176
their genome by some gene splicing procedure.177

-That almost all fauna and flora on Earth can be traced taxonomically and genetically to a common single-178
celled ancestral form, seems to imply that evolution of our ec osystem can be traced back to a single starting179
point. This suggests that life began once only; either by ’inoculation’ from offplanet, or by a single event of180
creation, such as the first (and only?) spontaneous evolution on Earth of an ancestral organism, supposedly181
equipped simultaneously with DNA (the so-called ’Big Birth’?) If this happened, it was certainly not replicated182
in the following 4 billion years, suggesting that ’the spontaneous generation of life’ i s a very improbable event.183

Although it is certain that overall, ET genomes are different from ours, their chromosomal structure and gene184
components must be similar in pattern to ours, otherwise why would they kidnap humans to sample our DNA?185
Perhaps their genomes were originally even closer to ours but were modified by advanced genetic manipulations186
or cloning to facilitate space-going? Perhaps losses of the key genetic component s from ’primitive hominids’187
during past artificial reproduction need replacing? III.188

6 Past Hybridization of Humans?189

Several accounts support the idea that hybridisation and/or gene splicing from ET hominid sources has long190
been within the capabilities of some advanced ET’s who visited Earth. Evidence coming from genetic studies191
19 is compatible with the idea that gene modification and selective breeding of humans were carried out some192
20,000 years ago or more by advanced (ET) civilizations. Recent genetic studies suggest that an unusually large193
number of mutations affecting human brain structure and function occurred around that time 20 .194

At least two ET species, the Anunnaki 19 , and ETs coming from the Pleiades 20 , have been postulated to195
have undertaken gene transplants from their genome to that of pre-humans. The speculated benign objective of196
the Anunnaki interventions was to promote rational behaviour in a future comp onent of a multi-species society,197
or perhaps less idealistically, to ’tame’ a slave population needed for manual work 21 ?198

One incidental result of interventions by the Anunnaki was to induce in humans a d ominant (leftbrained)199
mentality, using as test subjects individuals from small cooperating bands of hunter-gatherers who, through200
right-brain dominance, were given to artistic expression (see the Cro-Magnon engravings from 20-30 thousand201
years ago). The modified individuals may have better fitted into a complex, vertically-structured society which202
emphasized the division between rulers and workers/slaves 24 . Such an adaption was also well-suited for organized203
warfare using human serfs as combatants in Anunnaki internecine feuding. This strategy of mass conflict may204
also have been useful as a dynamic for reducing competition from fast-breeding humans with their ’masters’.205
Separate societies of short-lived humans could have been transported to different regions of the world by their206
long-lived Anunnaki masters, following their ’Tower of Babel Strategy’. This strategy encouraged diversi fication207
by the separated human groups in language, religion and culture, thus discouraging their mutual cooperation208
in warfare against their Anunnaki masters 24 Volume XX Issue V Version I As noted, recent discoveries have209
identified Neanderthal and Denisovian component s in the DNA of modern humans 25 . It is widely assumed210
that this mixture was a result of random sexual encounters between bands of different terrestrial hominids. That211
a degree of genome mixing might have been a result of selective breeding or gene splicing from other hominids212
by Anunnaki or other ET species in creating modern humans, has apparently not been considered so far.213

The description by Sitchin 19 of genetic intervention was focussed on the introduction of limited components214
from the Anunnaki genome to humans. These interventions emphasized docility, and in contrast to hunter-215
gatherers, a readiness to accept orders from above. This ensured that subservient human populations were kept216
manageable despite a much faster rate of population growth than for the Anunnaki and their hybrids.217

That there was also direct hybridization between humans and Anunnaki was contended by Sitchin 19 , and218
skeletons of the resulting giant forms have been discovered throughout the world, but so far these have not been219
treated as a separate species of humans by anthropologists 27 , In fact the relicts of ET visitors and their hybrids220
have been played down scientifically, to avoid reviving a traditional fear of giants. The role of giant hominids in221
pre-Biblical, Sumerian and predynastic Egypt, is suggested by an apparent association of these forms with the222
ruling caste IV.223

7 Hominid Origins224

Although primitive mammals had already evolved prior to the disappearance of giant dinosaurs, I have used 65225
million years as the time frame needed for such primitive forms to reach intelligence and a technological-based226
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reptilian society. This might give us one admittedly very uncertain estimate of the time frame required for227
hominid-structured reptilians to become high-tech and potentially space-going, and clearly the Jurassic and the228
preceding Triassic provided ample time for social species of bipedal dinosaurs t o rise to intelligence.229

8 A Conclusi on of S orts?.230

I assume that earlier in its 10 billion year history, the cosmos gave rise t o the first intelligent life forms, perhaps231
5-7 billion years ago. If these ’Primogenitors’ still survive in biological form, they will have evolved so far in232
advance of ourselves as to be almost unimaginable to the human mind.233

A theory that is not implausible, given the above evidence for directed panspermia, is t o assume that life234
forms evolved on the first cool water-bearing planet to arise in the cosmos billions of years ago. This ’birth235
planet’ must have had some dry land and been stable for a significantly longer period than experienced so far by236
planet Earth, thus allowing for the evolution of DNA. Assume then, that ’The Big Birth’ that eventually gave237
rise to life forms, began with unicellular forms and sizes, and that genetic information was first coded in RNA238
and protein structure. Eventually single and multiple-celled organisms arose through evolution with simple forms239
of spiral DNA. Multicellular forms, over the long term, eventually gave rise to an intelligent hominid species,240
which in time also achieved a technically-competent society, and eventually space flight. Extrapolating Back in241
Time to Our Off -Planet Ancestors responsible for megalithic constructions. It is tempting to see them as the242
equivalent of the Biblical era giants, the Nephilim, mentioned in the Book of Enoch 30 . Perhaps due to their low243
fertility and long lifespan, these hybrid forms engaged in warfare between themselves, using genetically-modified244
humans as soldiers? There is accumulated evidence that they even used atomic weapons 31 , perhaps initially in245
feud s between Anunnaki families, but later to suppress the development of independent societies run by humans246
(such as Sodom and Gomorrha). From Sitchin’s translations of ancient Sumerian, the human obsession with247
reproduction alarmed the less fecund and long-lived ET species and their hybrids, so that their future loss of248
dominance was guaranteed.249

In my earlier book 22 I pointed out that it is quite possible that prior to their demise some 65 million years250
ago, a reptilian civilization evolved, and could have reached a high level, perhap s even attaining space flight.251
The idea of a dinosaur culture seems one of the few reasonable explanations for the discovery of artefacts in252
steel and aluminium found in Jurassic coal seams ??2 . The suggestion was also made that intelligent reptilians253
lived underground, and this stratagem could have allowed them to survive bombardment from space. Such an254
adaptation would later be useful for living on planets without breathable atmospheres, where they would be less255
vulnerable underground to space debris or deliberate attacks with diverted meteors.256

The following figure then offers a suggestion as to how successive colonization of suitable planets, possibly257
aided later by directed panspermia, led to them sharing common element s of their original bodily structure and258
global ecosystems with col onized planets. These could have including the diffusion of a hominid anatomy, and259
key common elements in their genome, although subsequent genetic diversification would have been widespread,260
if not controlled. Conceptualizing a possible evolutionary sequence followed by a hominid form resembling the261
ancestral home genotype, starting from an ancestral planet where i t first evolved, and where space flight was first262
discovered. It is assum ed tha t suita ble planets were either colonized and evolutionary adaptation occurred, or263
a form of directed or random panspermia took place, eventually leading to evolution of variants on the hominid264
design and ecosystems.265

9 V. The Time Frame for the Evolution of Intelligence266

One of the problems for our short-lived species in discussing this topic, is that it is hard for us to imagine267
implementing a strategy of planetary colonization involving a time frame of millions of years to develop a liveable268
planetary ecosystem by terraforming from scratch. One could counter that our intelligent species predecessors269
had life spans multiples of ours, hence they would have been used to thinking far ahead . Or it could be that270
so many planetary prospects were found during exploration that developing a seeding strategy was more feasible271
than colonization over the short term? More practically perhaps, the obvious solution for speeding up evolution272
would be to transp ort to lifeless planets the germ cells from their world of plants and then animals, to speed273
colonization and further evolution -probably on colonized planets these organisms were first grown within artificial274
enclosures then released into the wild at favourable locations? This process is nonetheless now being discussed275
by future colonist s of planet Mars.276

Faced with a close to infinite selection of planets to colonize or terraform, there is less need for competition277
for planetary surfaces, and space-going artificial surfaces inside for example, large asteroids, are now the subject278
of science fiction. ’Terraforming’ a lifeless planet requires motivation, but also a great commitment over many279
generations: future generations whose requirements must be placed in the forefront. Could it be that the basic280
motivation of ETs was to increase the abundance of intelligent life in the cosmos, and by applying syntropy on a281
large scale, make the cosmos a better place to live in? Oh I agree, that’s even more farfetched than the rest of282
this article, but I’ve reached the end of my arguments, and what else is there left to say?283
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10 Selected References284

Volume XX Issue V Version I Going back to the early diffusion through the cosmos of the ’Primogenitor species’285
in search of waterbearing planets similar to their first human world of origin, we might assume that on early-286
discovered planets, simple unicellular or metazoan organisms from their home world were introduced accidentally.287
However, when the advantages of a more deliberate, rapid and reasoned process for the future c olonization of288
these worlds became evident, a tradition may have arisen of introducing useful life forms from their original home289
planet to create supporting ecosystems. In the course of time these secondary ecosystems came to resemble the290
original ecosystem that generated their own species. These ’copied’ ecosystems c ould have given rise either to291
descendants of the colonists, or eventually to one or more intelligent species in hominid form, evolved from the292
common genotypes that were inoculated by directed panspermia. Given that evolution on these col onized worlds293
was based on the genomes of the original world, it would not be surprising if some directed evolution occurred,294
perhaps partly programmed by the ’silent’ comp onents of ’Junk DNA’ which forms much of our chromosomes295
and still remains to be interpreted 33 . This may have directed evolution so that the forms that arose later, still296
retained some similarities to the fauna and flora on the planet of the ’Originators’? Finally, from a socio-p olitical297
perspective, we might assume that our predecessors went through a stage of warfare such as we are still embroiled298
in. From this, they may have concluded logically, by experience, or by negotiation, that planetary civilizations299
are too vulnerable to bombardment from space and that peaceful multi-species coexistence is the only option.300
Multiple rumours have suggested that our species and planet are protected from unscrupulous colonization by301
such an association similar to a space-going UN? 1 2
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